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An early utilization of laser speckle was the detection of nodal lines of 
movements parallel to the line of sight (see, for example, [5.1-5.3]). The 
resulting patterns resembled the classical Chladni sand patterns. Real 
time optical methods for vibration analysis rely on speckles produced by 
laser illumination of an optically rough surface. The main function of the 
visual speckle interferometer is the detection of vibrations and the map-
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ping of nodaJ lines. If an object surface is moving in and out with an 
amplitude on the order of one-quarter wavelength or more, its speckle 
pattern will become blurred out. Further, its visible texture will aJter. If 
the object is moving fast enough, the contrast of the speckles will become 
very poor. However, for stationary areas of the surface, such as the nodal 
regions, the eye will see high-contrast speckle patterns. 
5.1.1 VIBRATION DETECTION IN THE PRESENCE OF A REFERENCE 
WAVE 
The original speckle interferometer, shown schematically in Fig. 5.1, 
was developed by Archbold et al. [5.1], and subsequently perfected by 
Stetson [5.4]. The telescope for sighting the object is equipped with a 
smaJI adjustable iris diaphragm at its entrance pupil which governs the 
speckle size observed. A reference beam is introduced near the image 
plane of the object by means of a beam splitter in the shape of a wedge. 
This permits a separation of the two reflected beams (from the back and 
front surfaces) in order that one can be eliminated by an additionaJ dia-
phragm located near the observer's eye. For high-contrast fringes, a 
polarizing filter can be mounted in front of the telescope and oriented so 
that only light from the object, polarized in the same plane as the refer-
ence beam, is transmitted. The object and reference beams originate from 
the same laser source, thereby providing the necessary coherence. For a 
laser with limited coherence length, the optical path lengths of the two 
beams must be almost equal. 
According to Burch [5.5), an interference pattern formed between a 
speckle pattern and a uniform reference wave will have a brightness dis-
tribution largely dependent on the mutual coherence between the wave-
fronts. Thus, for stationary parts of the surface the coherence is high, 
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FIG. 5.1 Optical system for visual speckle interferometry with a reference wave. 
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resulting in a highly speckled image with good contrast. For vibrating 
regions, the coherence is reduced because the eye integrates the bright-
ness variations over the vibration cycle, resulting in a smoother intensity 
distribution. For the greatest visual sensitivity, the reference beam is 
usually chosen to be brighter than the signal beam, and can have a value 
almost four times the average speckle brightness. The sensitivity to object 
motions occurring parallel to the line of sight is that of a corresponding 
time-average holographic recording [5.6]. The dynamic range is, however, 
rather limited. But evaluation can be made in real time. The speckle 
interferometer is, therefore, a valuable complement to the real time holo-
graphic interferometer. A slow change in the position of any object placed 
in the field of view of a speckle interferometer may be detected by the 
twinkling appearance of the speckles. Therefore, the interferometer can 
also be a very useful tool for deciding whether an object under study is 
creeping or vibrating, or whether air currents are affecting the optical 
path. However, for quantitative analyses an additional holographic tech-
nique may be useful. 
The blurring effect of vibration is related to the amplitude of the motion. 
Ek and Molin [5.2] considered the statistics of the brightness variation of 
the speckles and showed that their contrast C varies with the vibration 
amplitude p according to the equation 
C = [1 + 2aPo(41Tp/>.)]l/2/(l + a). (5-1) 
The illumination and viewing are assumed to be almost normal to the 
surface, a is the ratio of the reference beam intensity to that ofthe object 
beam, and J 0 is the Bessel function of order zero and the first kind. This 
equation predicts that the contrast will periodically fall to a minimum with 
a decreasing amplitude. This is a result similar to that obtained by vibra-
tion analysis using holographic interferometry [5.6]. For a well-adjusted 
visual speckle interferometer it is possible to distinguish the first, and 
sometimes the second, subsidiary maximum of speckle contrast. Video 
techniques have also been applied to the problem of speckle vibration 
analysis as described by Butters in Chapter 6. 
5.1.2 VIBRATION DETECTION WITHOUT A REFERENCE FIELD 
A method to detect nodal lines without using a reference wave, but with 
a diffuser in the illuminating laser beam, was described by Eliasson and 
Mottier [5.3]. The technique applies only to the detection of nodal areas, 
but the sensitivity of the method to the vibration amplitude can be 
changed by using different diffusers, or by varying the distance between 
the object and the diffuser. As seen in the experimental setup (Fig. 5.2) a 
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FIG. S.2 Principle of visual speckle interferometry without a reference wave. 
laser illuminates the object through a diffuser, providing almost uniform 
illumination. An image of the object is formed by a camera lens, and the 
difference between stationary and moving object areas lies in the time-
averaged contrast of the speckles. For an area at rest this contrast is 
nearly unity and thus nodal lines appear with high contrast. For increasing 
vibration amplitude the contrast gradually decreases until it eventuaUy 
vanishes for large amplitudes. 
In addition to direct observation, the speckle pattern of the vibrating 
object can also be photographed. However, for recording speckle con-
trast, a conventional photograph of the vibrating object is very often not 
satisfactory because the dynamic range of the photographic material is 
too narrow to record the bright spots and the dark patches in the nodal 
region linearly. Therefore it is difficult to distinguish between object areas 
at rest and adjacent ones with small amplitudes of vibration. However, 
the nonlinearity of photographic emulsions can be taken into account. 
Speckle intensities above average are clipped due to the saturation of the 
emulsion, and intensities lower than the average are imaged quasilinearly. 
Therefore, applying a spatial filter to enhance only the high spatial fre-
quencies resulting from the nodal lines improves the technique. A result 
obtained by Eliasson and Mottier [S.3] is presented in Fig. S.3A, where 
the speckles remain distinct for stationary regions and reproduce the 
nodal lines. The object was oscillated at a frequency of 2 kHz normal to 
the surface, and it is apparent that a quantitative analYSIS of the amplitude 
of vibration would be difficult. (Eliasson and Dlindliker have discussed the 
contrast of the photographically recorded speckle pattern in detail [S.7].) 
A result of time-average holography for the same object is shown in Fig. 
S.3B, from which an analysis would give the amplitude of oscillation. 
Although the described speckle technique gives general information about 
the vibration, the analysis depends very much on the photographic 
process. 
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FIG.5.3 Vibration pallern~ ofa turbine b lade from time-average recordings ob tained (A) 
with a '>peckle in terferome ter and (B) holographically. (From Elia son and MOllier 15.3J.) 
5.2 Deformation Measurement by Speckle Interferometry 
ormaJ, a well as in-plane , di placements can be measured by causing 
two speckle patterns to interfere . The initial paper on the topic was pre-
sented by Leendertz in 1969 and ubsequently published /5.8J. (Groh [5 .9] 
had u ed the peck Ie effect to detect vibration-induced fatigue. ) It became 
cu tomary usage to refer to speckle interferometry if two waves were 
superpo ed. An equivalent optical interferometer can usually be readily 
modified for peckle interferometry, whereas for speckle photography 
such a construction would be diffic ulL 1 n speckle interferometry, fringes 
are formed by Auctuation in correlation, or by matching of the two 
recorded peckle pa ttern . 
Vi ual peck Ie interferometer are often linked to a Michelson inter-
ferometer with one of the mirror replaced by a n optically rough surface. 
Leendertz /5.8] replaced both of the mirrors by diffu se ly reAecting su r-
face s a hown in Fig. 5.4. If the laser light , which illumina tes the inter-
ferometer, is linearly pol arized and is not depola rized by diffu e reAec-
tion ,a well-modulated speckle pattern i obtained at the image formed by 
the lens . It s character remain ba ically the same whether one, the other, 
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FIG. S.4 Speckle pattern interferometer com-
bining two speckle fields (5 I and 5.) with a beam 
splitter (BS). 
or both diffuse surfaces are present. If one surface is moved in the direc-
tion of its normal, so that the phase of the light scattered from it changes 
everywhere by an amount ~, the combined field will differ from the origi-
nal one unless the phase difference is a multiple of 21T (i.e., ~ = k21T; 
k = 1,2, . . . K). In this case the speckle pattern will be the same as the 
original one. This can be considered as the interference of two mutually 
coherent speckle fields. The displaced diffuser changes the speckle field. 
The indicated phase is, of course, added in bulk to the random phase 
distribution of the speckled fields. When the relative phase is 1T, or an odd 
multiple thereof, the resulting field will be randomly different. 
It is possible to detect positions of correlation (i.e., positions where the 
optical path difference is a mUltiple or 21T). This leads to a technique for 
measuring phase changes or surface movements. One method, though not 
the most efficient, is to record the speckle pattern (image of the diffuser) on 
a photographic plate. After processing, the plate is positioned in its origi-
nal place. As a result of photographically processing the negative, dark 
areas will correspond to bright speckles and clear areas to dark ones. Low 
light transmission will therefore be obtained for matching speckle patterns 
(i.e., when the phase difference is zero or a multiple of 21T). Furthermore, 
the nonlinearities of the photographic emulsion can be successfully used. 
If the combined field change is not equal to a multiple of 21T, light will be 
transmitted through the plate because the new speckle field and the mask 
do not match one another. In addition to the measurement parallel to the 
optical axis of the entire optically rough surface, local displacement in the 
same direction or small tilts can be detected. Dark fringes occur when part 
of the object is out of phase by a multiple of 21T. 
Similar results can be obtained by utilizing the double exposure tech-
nique and recording speckle patterns before and after deformation. In the 
zones where the speckles match, bright fringes will occur and the region 
will appear fairly transparent. In the zones where they do not match, 
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superposition of the bright speckles of one pattern on the dark speckles of 
the other will, when combined with overdevelopment, result in low 
transmittance. The result will be light and dark bands in the photograph 
corresponding exactly to the light and dark fringes obtainable if the diffuse 
surfaces were replaced by plane mirrors one of which was given the same 
movement. 
The photographic transparency with the double exposed speckle pat-
terns could be bleached into a silver halide. The regions of matching 
speckle will be very effective in diffracting light that passes through the 
transparency relative to areas where the speckle patterns do not match. 
An optical processing system can be used to detect this by placing a 
camera on axis and blocking off the zero-order beam. Only light diffracted 
away from the optical axis is accepted. 
The low-intensity fringe patterns produced by the photographic mask 
method have to be photographed from the interferometer in real time. The 
contrast of the fringes obtained may be poor and the application is very 
limited. Leendertz [5.8, 5.10] recognized, however, that the two speckle 
fields could be derived from the same object by illuminating the optically 
rough surface with two mutually coherent laser beams, as discussed in the 
previous chapter (see Fig. 4.1). The relative phase of the two speckled 
fields will change only for motions of the object parallel to the vector 
difference of the propagation of the two fields, i.e., the method is sensitive 
only for displacements perpendicular to the fringe pattern produced by 
the two plane waves. If the two beams make equal angles with the surface 
normal of the object, this direction lies in the plane of the object. Thus, 
fringes obtained in this configuration will measure variations in the in-
plane motions of the surface. They are suitable for measuring in-plane 
surface strains, as considered in detail in Chapter 4. 
In laser speckle interferometry the stability required is usually less 
severe than in real time holographic interferometry. Stability is needed 
only for a few seconds and is determined by the persistence and visualiz-
ing time necessary for evaluation. The same types of studies and mea-
surements are possible by means of laser speckle interferometry as are 
possible by real time hologram interferometry. 
5.3 In-Plane OSCillations by Image Plane Recording 
Interest in speckle application has grown considerably during the last 
few years. Double exposure speckle pattern applications have played an 
important role in this development, and have proved to be very useful for 
deformation and vibration analysis. For the following applications it is 
appropriate to record the speckle pattern either in the image plane (as 
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described in this section) or in the Fourier transform plane (as described 
in Section 5.4). For in-plane movements the image plane is generally used, 
while for tilt analysis the Fourier plane is appropriate. 
5.3.1 THEORY 
An optically rough surface illuminated with coherent light leads to 
speckle formation in space, including the image plane. For our purposes, 
the analysis of the speckles recorded in the image plane will be carried out 
by image formation of an optically rough surface illuminated by coherent 
light such as that from a laser. The optically rough surface may be de-
scribed by its spectrum [5.11]. Thus, image formation with coherent light 
is discussed below in order to analyze speckling for deformation and 
vibration analysis. 
The wavefront immediately after the object may be written as 
A(~) = ct>(~)A.,(~ (5-2) 
where A .,(~) includes the object structure and the illumination. The opti-
cally rough surface may be described by the superposition of a set of 
waves, namely 
ct>(f) = L \fI(xp) exp[i21TXp' ff}.R], (5-3) 
p 
which may be written as an integral in the limit to represent the distribu-
tion of complex amplitudes as a function of f by its Fourier integral. f and 
Xp are two-dimensional vectors, representing the rectangular coordinates 
(~,7]) in the object plane and (xpJ'p) in the pupil plane. It can be shown 
that a Fourier transform relationship exists between the complex ampli-
tude distribution of the object and entrance pupil, as well as between the 
exit pupil and the image [5.12]. Image formation is therefore a two-step 
procedure, namely, diffraction between the object and entrance pupil, 
and between the exit pupil and image (see Fig. 5.5). The transfer from a 
complex amplitude in the entrance to the exit pupil is obtained by multi-
plication by the pupil functionj(x,y), which takes into account the quality 
of the image-forming system. The complex amplitude on the entrance 
pupil sphere, with its center of curvature in the object plane, can be 
written as 
a(x,y) = K f L: A(f,7]) exp [i21T(€X'; 7Jy)n ]df dT), (5-4) 
where A (g,T) is the complex amplitude immediately in front ofthe object. 
According to customary usage [5.12], reduced coordinates for image 
formation are used, namely: 
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FIG, 5,5 Schematic diagram to illustrate the principle of coherent image formation. 
u = (n~ sin a)/A X" = x,)h 
v = (nl1 sin a)/A Y" = y,)h 
X=xlh 
Y = ylh, 
The notations are as shown in Fig. 5.5 (one-dimensional): 
R = separation object-entrance pupil plane; 
(5-5) 
a,a' = aperture angle of the optical system in the object and image 
space respectively; 
n,n' = refractive index in the object and image space; 
A = wavelength in vacuum; 
~'11 = rectangular coordinates in the object space; 
X". Y" = normalized pupil coordinates; 
X, Y = normalized coordinates of the intersection x,y of the finite 
rays with the pupil sphere; 
h ,h' = paraxial ray heights at the entrance and exit pupils 
respectively. 
A similar notation will be used later for the exit pupil and image space. K is 
a constant and will be neglected. The complex amplitude on the entrance 
pupil sphere, using the reduced coordinates, is the Fourier transform of 
A(u,v), namely: 
a(X, y) = If A(u,v) exp[ -i27T(UX + v Y)] du dv. (5-6) 
Substituting from Eq. (5-2), the total complex amplitude in the entrance 
pupil can be written by using vector notation as 
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a(X) = If <I>(u)A Ju) exp[ -i21Tu' X] duo 
By integrating over the object area and considering the Fourier transform 
of Ao(u) to be a 5 function, a(X) = 'P(X), where 'P(X) is the Fourier 
transform of the optically rough surface. An additional tilt will lead to a 
lateral shift of the speckles in the pupil. For simplicity, the influence of 
tilts will be discussed separately, later. The displacement ~u of an opti-
cally rough surface, or a part of it, leads to a phase shift of the speckle 
pattern, and its complex amplitude in the entrance pupil is 
a(X,~u) = <P(X) exp[i21T~u' X]. (5-7) 
For a good optical system we can assume X = X', where X and X' are the 
normalized entrance and exit pupil coordinates. 
Considering an aberration-free system (Le.,J(x) is constant over the 
pupil) the corresponding complex amplitude in the image is 
A '(u' ,~u) = J L:f(X)a(X,~u) exp[i21TU' • X'] dX' . 
The integration is extended over the exit pupil of the optical system, 
where the pupil function of an ideal optical system f(X, y) is 1 for 
(XI + f2)1/2 ~ 1, and 0 otherwise. Therefore, by substituting Eq. (5-7) 
into the above equation, we obtainA'(u',~u) = <I>'(u' + ~u), or, by sub-
stituting for <I>'(u'), noticing that u' and u are normalized coordinates 
defined in Eq. (5-5) and applying the sine condition nf sin a = n' f' sin a' 
we can write ~u' = ~u (i.e., the magnification is taken care of by the 
normalization of the coordinates). The intensity in the image plane is 
I'(u' ,~u') = IA '(u' ,~u') 12 
= L L I/1(Xp)I/1*(x.,) exp[i21T(Xp - x.,). (u' + ~u')], (5-8) 
, . 
leading to pairs of speckle patterns displaced laterally by ~u'. The 
speckles in the image are shifted in exactly the same way as the image of 
the optically rough surface, provided additional tilts are small. The size of 
the speckles is governed by the size of the illuminated exit pupil. 1/1,1/1* 
are zero outside the pupil [5.13]. By replacing the sums by integrals in the 
limit, and by substituting Xr for Xp - x." Eq. (5-8) can be wriLten 
I(u' ,~u') = If {If I/1(Xr + x.,)I/1*(x.,) dx.,} exp[i21TXr , (u' + ~u')] dX r • 
The first integral represents the autocorrelation of the illuminated exit 
pupil, and accounts for the size of the speckles. The second integral 
represents pairs of speckles (Le., before and after displacement). 
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5.3.2 TIME-AvERAGE EXPOSURES OF IN-PLANE OSCILLATIONS 
Not only lateral in-plane movements, but also lateral in-plane me-
chanical oscillations can be analyzed in this way. Speckle photography 
was found to be particularly useful for vibration analysis [5.11, 5.14]. For 
this application the intensity distribution in the image of an optically rough 
oscillating surface was recorded during a number of cycles, in order to 
study the time-averaged intensity distribution of the speckle pattern. 
The amplitude of the in-plane oscillation of the object, or part of it, may 
be written as 
At(u,p) = Ao(u + p cos 21Tvt)<I>(U + p cos 21Tvt), 
where p is the amplitude of the lateral oscillation in the object space. A J.. u) 
includes the illumination and the object superposed on the opticaUy-
rough surface, which for simplicity is considered to be unity. Normalized 
coordinates are used for p in the same way as previously used for u. The 
intensity in the image can be written in accordance with Eq. (5-8) as 
I(u' ,p,t) = L L t/1(Xp)t/1*(Xq) exp[i21Tu' • (XI' - Xq)] 
, , 
x exp[i21T(Xp - Xq). p cos 21Tvt]. (5-9) 
The time-average intensity is obtained by integration over time t. Apply-
ing Jacobi's theorem [5.15] for to ~ 1/v, where to is the response time of a 
typical detector (such as the exposure time of a photographic plate), we 
obtain 
(/(u',p ' ,t» = L L t/1(Xp )t/1*(Xq)Jo[21Tp'· (XI' - Xq)] 
~ q 
x exp[i21TU' • (XI' - Xq)]. (5-10) 
Changing coordinates XI' - Xq = Xr and replacing the sums by integrals, 
in the limit we can write 
(/(u', p' ,t» = fflIf t/1(Xr + Xo)t/1*(Xo) dXq]Jo[21Tp'· X r ] 
x exp[i21TU' • X r ] dX r • (5-11) 
The first integral represents the autocorrelation of the speckling in the exit 
pupil of the image-forming optical system, and the second part is similar 
to the result obtained by time-average holography [5.6]. It can be consid-
ered as the probability density function of a particular speckle, namely (for 
one-dimensional notation) 
rect(u 'lp')/[1T(u'2 - p'2)t/2]. 
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5.3.3 DISPLAY OF YOUNG'S FRINGES 
533.1 Two Successive Exposures 
To obseIVe Young's interference fringes, speckle patterns are most fre-
quently recorded on photographic emulsions. Following exposure, before 
and after displacement, the two successive speckle patterns are processed 
and then illuminated by a coherent beam of light as shown, for instance, in 
Fig. 5.6a. The complex amplitude in the back focal plane of the lens LI for 
an object in its front focal plane is given by the Fourier transform of the 
recorded intensity, namely 
a(XI) = IfT(u' ,au') exp[ -i21Tu' • Xd du' , (5-12) 
where: T(u' ,au') = To - bto1(u' ,au') is the approximate amplitude trans-
parency of the developed photographic plate; 'ois the exposure time; and 
To and b are constants of the photographic material. Using this relation-
ship, the complex amplitude may be expressed as 
a(XI) = If {To - blo[l'(u') + I'(u' + au')]} exp[ -;21TU'· XI] du', (5-13) 
where XI = XIJ(j1 sin a') are again normalized coordinates of the rec-
tangular coordinates (x bY I) written as vectors and II is the focal length 
of the lens performing the Fourier transform. For illuminating the devel-
oped speckle pattern by a plane (Fig. 5.6a) or spherical (Fig. 5.6b) wave, 
the diameter of the illuminating beam at the photographic plate should be 
large enough to obtain good fringe contrast. The speckles resulting from 
the limiting aperture will further reduce the contrast of the fringes ob-
tained. For the analysis the limiting aperture will be neglected (although 
it will determine the speckle size in the fringe plane, which should be 
smaller than the fringe spacing). The central peak, resulting from To in 
Eq. (5-13), and the constants will also be neglected to simplify the writing. 
Transparency 
IlllJllination 
---I'~--\ 
(a) 
Fraunhofer 
plane Tr~arency 
(b) 
Fraunhofer 
plane 
FIG.5.6 Arrangements for displaying Young's fringes in the analysis of speckle pattern 
recordings. 
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The amplitude in the back focal plane of the lens L I will be (by substituting 
from Eq. (5-8» 
o (XI) = J J 2 2 I(J(Xp)I(J*(Xq) exp[i21Tu' 0 ( - XI + Xp - Xq)] 
p q 
x du' {I + exp[i21T(Xp - Xq) 0 l1u'J}, 
which can be written in the limit, by substituting for Xp - Xq = Xn as 
o(XI) = ff t{J(XI + Xq}I(J*(Xq) dXq {I + exp[i21TXI 0 l1u']}. 
The detector, such as a photographic emulsion or a photoelectric device, 
will record intensities only, and therefore 
lo(XI) 12 = 2 Iff I(J(XI + Xq)I(J*(Xq) dXq 12{ 1 + cos 21TXI ol1u'}. (5-14) 
The square of the autocorrelation of the pupil is modulated by Young's 
fringes, which are perpendicular to the direction of displacement. The 
interference fringes result from the superposition of the sums of two iden-
tical but laterally displaced speckle patterns recorded photographically. 
The two speckles of a pair act as small, identical, coherent sources and 
give the classical Young's fringes in the Fraunhofer diffraction plane. For 
an additional superposed object, the autocorrelation of the spectrum of 
the optically rough surface would have to be convolved with that of the 
object. 
From Eq. (5-14) the in-plane displacement in the object is found to be 
(5-15) 
where M is the lateral magnification of the image-forming system, Xc the 
period of the fringes obtained in the Fraunhofer diffraction plane, and!1 
the focal length of the lens displaying the fringes or the distance from the 
plate or film to the Fraunhofer plane-when the plate is illuminated by a 
cO'verging beam, as shown in Fig. 5.6b. (Intensities only are observed.) 
To demonstrate the technique, photographs of fringes resulting from the 
bending of a lever under load are shown in Fig. 5.7. A speckle pattern was 
recorded on a photographic plate before and after the load had been 
applied. A point-by-point analysis of the recorded speckled image pro-
duced the fringes depicted, from which the deformation, and its-direction, 
can be deduced. 
To observe the object deformation as a whole or the direction of move-
ment, an additional small displacement (1{}-20 ILffi, for example) is intro-
duced between the two exposures. After development of the photographic 
plate, Young's fringes are obtained. With a slit placed in a dark fringe in the 
back focal plane of the lens L I , which displays Young's fringes (Fig. 5.6), 
we can block the light coming from deformation-free regions. By contrast, 
deformed regions of the object produce fringes of different spacing and 
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FIG. 5.7 Fringes obtained with a point-by-point analysis of a doubly exposed speckle 
pattern of a bending lever. 
orientation, which are not stopped by the slit. Therefore the deformed 
regions will be visible irrespective of the nature of the deformations. 
For a displacement much smaller than the speckle diameter, the method 
proposed by Leendertz [5.8, 5.10J may be appropriate. The positions of 
the speckles themselves remain basically unaltered-only their intensities 
change. Each time the optical path difference satisfies 2ag sin {3 = nA. (n 
being an integer), the speckle becomes identical to the original. 
5.3.32 Time-Average Recordings 
For the study of harmonic oscillations, the speckle pattern is recorded 
by time-average exposure. Considering the oscillation of the object with 
p cos 27Tvt, where Ip I is the amplitude of lateral oscillation in the object 
and II is the frequency of oscillation, the complex amplitude in the 
Fra4nhofer plane will be, according to Eq. (5-13), 
U1(X1) = If {To - bto(I(u',p,t»} exp[-i27TU'·X1]du'. (5-16) 
We again neglect the influence of an integration over a finite illuminated 
region of the recorded speckle pattern. It should, however, be noticed that 
for varying amplitude and direction of movement, regions of nearly con-
stant movement need to be selected by an appropriately chosen dia-
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phragm. Substituting Eq. (5-11) into Eq. (5-16), again neglecting the undif-
fracted light and constants, we find 
(5-17) 
If the object roughness is of small scale, the scattered light will lead to a 
more uniform illumination of the pupil of the optical system and, there-
fore, the integration in the above expression can be extended over the 
entire exit pupil of the image-forming system. In the expression above, 
the autocorrelation of the exit pupil is modulated by a Bessel function of 
order zero and first kind. The intensity observed is 
lal(XI) 12 = Iff t{1'(XI - Xq)t{1'*(Xq) dXqI2J~(21TXI • p'). (5-18) 
The autocorrelation functions for an image-forming system working at 
numerical apertures sin a' = 0.045 (fl2.8) and 0.011 (fill) are depicted in 
Fig. 5.8 for a stationary object, and in Fig. 5.9 for an oscillating object. 
The results were obtained by scanning the Fourier plane with a slit of 
width slightly larger than the speckle diameter determined by the dia-
phragm used to select the appropriate region of constant movement of the 
image. The slit was oriented parallel to the interference fringes and of 
width 0.1 mm. 
Ignoring the center due to the undiffracted light, gradual decrease of the 
autocorrelation function towards the edge of the exit pupil occurs for the 
stationary object (Fig. 5.8). The Bessel function Jo(21Tp' • XI) is multiplied 
by the autocorrelation function of the speckling in the pupil, which leads 
to the fringes in Fig. 5.9. The radius r z" where the autocorrelation func-
tion of the pupil approaches zero, is given by r z, = 2/1 sin a', and con-
sequently no fringes can be observed for Ix II 2: r Z1. Since r ZI is directly 
proportional to the numerical aperture (sin a') of the image-forming opti-
cal system in the image space (Fig. 5.5), sin a' should be large (high F 
., '1 
'" 
FIG. 5.8 Autocorrelation function for a stationary object recorded in the Fraunhofer 
plane with an image-forming lens of aperture fI2.8 (right) and fill Oeft). 
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FIG. '.9 Time-average intensity distribution for an oscillating object (amplitude 2po = 19 
I'm) recorded in the Fraunhofer plane with an image-forming lens of aperture m.8 (right) 
and fill (left) . 
ratio) to obtain a large number of fringes of good contrast in the 
Fraunhofer plane. 
From Eq. (5-18) we obtain the minima of intensity for 21TX· p' = 2.40, 
5.52, .... Thus, denoting the separation of the first minima by I "",I and 
remembering the normalized coordinates defined in Eq. (5-5), we deduce 
that the amplitude of oscillation \p~ \ in the object is 
I p~ I = 0.76(fI X)/(M \ X p , \ ), (5-19) 
where M is the lateral magnification of the image-forming optical system 
and II is the focal length of the lens forming the Young's fringes. To 
improve the accuracy of the method, higher-order minima or maxima of J 0 
can be evaluated. The orientation of the interference fringes is again per-
pendicular to the direction of the movement in the object. 
To increase the sensitivity of the technique, the speckle pattern of the 
stationary object can be superposed on that of the oscillating object 
recorded in the time average. This leads to a slightly modified expression 
for the Young's fringes. The modified Eq. (5-18) is 
Ib(XI) 12 = Iff ",(XI + Xq)"'*(Xq) dXq.lzlK + J o[21Tp' • xl lI z, (5-20) 
where K is a constant depending on the ratio of the exposure times of the 
stationaI?' and oscillating speckle pattern. For K ~ \Kol. when IKol is 
the amplItude of the first minimum of J o. the minima of b(XI)2 occur for 
J~(21Tp'· X.) = 0 and J~ > 0 and no longer for J o = 0, i.e., for 21Tp' · XI = 
3.83, 10.17, .... The spacing of the fringes can be increased in this 
way. 
Different factors, such as nonlinearity of the photographic material and 
a limiting diaphragm for selecting the appropriate object region of almost 
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constant movement, impair the fringe contrast. By an appropriate choice 
of K it is possible to improve the contrast and sensitivity of the doubly 
exposed time-average recording of the speckle patterns slightly. The 
analysis can be extended to other types of movements, such as a continu-
ous movement with constant velocity v. The square of the autocorrelation 
of the exit pupil will then be modulated by 
[(sin 1TVlo)/(1TVlo)]2, 
where v is the reduced velocity and 10 the exposure time. 
5.3.4 COMPARISON OF FRINGE SHAPES FOR DIFFERENT MOTIONS 
Different types of fringes obtained from laser speckle photography will 
be summarized by using one-dimensional notation. In the previous 
analysis it was shown that a lateral in-plane shift leads to a displacement 
of the speckle pattern in the image plane by the same amount that the 
image of the object moves. By the double exposure technique the speckle 
pairs (original and shifted) lead to Young's cosine interference fringes in 
the Fraunhofer plane. The same fringe pattern is obtained by stroboscopic 
illumination of a harmonically oscillating object (see Fig. 5.lOa). For har-
monic oscillations, a probability density function can be considered, and 
for time-average exposures, this is of the form 
rect(ulp)/[1T(U2 - p2)t/2], 
as shown in Fig. 5. lOb. The fringes obtained in the Fraunhofer diffraction 
pattern are proportional to the Fourier transform of the probability den-
sity function, leading to Bessel functions Jo(21TpXt ) of order zero and 
first kind. Superposition of the speckle pattern of a stationary object on 
that of the harmonically oscillating object recorded in the time average 
(see Fig. 5.lOc) leads to 
[K + Jo(21TpX t )]. 
For a continuous movement with velocity v, exposed in the time average, 
the probability density function is constant during the exposure time. The 
fringes obtained are of the form 
!sinc(aX t )!2 = ![sin(1TaXt)]/(1TaXt)!2, 
where the total displacement a = vlo, 10 being the exposure time. The 
interference fringes are equivalent to the Fraunhofer diffraction pattern of 
a slit of width a (Fig. 5.lOd). For comparison, different Young's fringes 
obtained from speckle patterns of an oscillating object, recorded in the 
image plane, are depicted in Fig. 5.11. Figure 5.IIA shows the fringes by 
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FIG. 5.10 Probability density functions of speckles and the expected Fraunhofer fringes 
for (a) displacement, (b) harmonic oscillation, (c) harmonic oscillation and superposition of a 
stationary object, and (d) a continuous movement. 
stroboscopic illumination; the oscillating object was illuminated at the 
extreme positions only. By contrast, Fig. 5.11B shows the fringes of a 
time-average recording, and Fig. 5.11C those of the speckle pattern of the 
stationary object superposed on the time-average recording. Further-
more, an additional in-plane displacement of the oscillating object can be 
detected; Fig. 5.110 shows the Bessel function modulated by cosine 
fringes due to an additional displacement of 5 /Lm. Figure 5.12 illustrates 
Young's fringes for a continuous movement. 
The analysis carried out so far applies to simple harmonic oscillation. 
The technique can be extended, however, to surfaces vibrating in two 
mutually perpendicular directions, and characteristic diffraction spectra 
can be obtained [5.16]. 
For a generalized motion of the object, the probability density function 
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FIG. 5. J I Compari>on of Young 's fringes obtained from speckle patterns of a 
harmonically-o,cillating objec t (a mplitude of oscillation 2p = 19 jlm) for (A) stroboscopic 
illumination. (B) a time-average recording. (C) a time-average recording with superposed 
'>peckle pattern, of the ,ta ti onary object. and ( D) a time-average exposure of an oscillati ng 
object with an "dditional in-plane di splace ment of 5 jlm. 
FI G.5. 12 Young's fringes fro m a spec kle pattern of a time-average recording of a con-
tinuous movement with a velocity l". 
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of the speckles may be complicated and its Fourier transform difficult to 
evaluate. An approximate solution can be found using the concept of 
stationary phase. It has been shown [5.16] that for some vibrations the 
main contribution to the diffraction spectrum comes from point sources 
located at the extreme positions of the movement. Orthogonal sinusoidal 
motion leads to the well-known Lissajous figures in the diffraction 
spectrum of the speckle patterns recorded in the time average. 
In general, it is not possible to relate complicated diffraction patterns to 
the speckle trajectory that gives rise to it. The missing phase information 
required to reconstruct the motion can be supplied by recording an 
additional exposure of the stationary surface on the same frame, giving it 
a deliberate offset from the mean position of the time-averaged speckle 
pattern [5.17, 5.18]. The diffraction spectrum from the resultant combina-
tion, when photographed, acts like a Fourier hologram from which two 
mirror images of the motion trajectory can be reconstructed, as discussed 
in detail in Chapter 7. 
5.4 Tilt Analysis by Fourier Transform Plane Recording 
As noted previously, the engineering measurement of tilt suggests that 
we record speckle patterns in the Fourier transform plane (Fraunhofer 
diffraction plane). Although there is no basic difference, we refer to the 
Fourier transform plane when the speckles of the object are recorded in 
the back focal plane of the lens, but to the Fraunhofer plane when the 
fringes are displayed. In this way superposed movements can be sepa-
rated into out-of-plane tilts and in-plane movements (displacement and 
rotation). For intermediate recording planes the superposed movements 
cannot be easily separated. A tilt leads to a separation of identical speckle 
patterns in the Fourier transform plane of the object under test. An 
additional lateral shift leads to a phase shift in the Fourier transform, 
which has no consequences, at least for small in-plane movements, be-
cause only intensities are recorded. 
Young's fringes for recorded speckle patterns of two superposed 
movements, one in-plane and the other a tilt perpendicular to it, are 
illustrated in Fig. 5.13. The speckle patterns were recorded in different 
planes, including the image and Fourier transform planes (Z = 0). The two 
movements can easily be separated by recording the speckle patterns for 
tilt in the Fourier transform plane and those for in-plane movements in the 
image plane. Combined movements observed in other recording planes 
are manifested in different spacings and orientations of the fringes ob-
tained, for which the analysis of the separate movements becomes diffi-
cult. Double exposure techniques, or time-averaged recording for an 
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FIG. 5. J3 (a) An experimental arrangement for obtaining the Young's fringes (b) from 
doubly exposed speckle patterns recorded with a tilt and an in-plane displacement (perpen-
dicular to each other) as recorded in different planes from the Fourier transform plane 
(Z = 0) to the image plane (Z = 145.5). 
oscillating object, can be applied in the Fourier transform plane in the 
same way as discussed previously for the image plane. In the present 
method, two or more practically identical speckle patterns of the optically 
rough object surface, before and after the tilts, are recorded in the Fourier 
transform plane of the object. IUuminating the developed photographic 
plate with a laser beam yields the Young's interference fringes with a 
spacing inversely proportional to the tilt angle. In the brief theory, pre-
sented below and supported by experimental data, we shall assume that 
the smallest tilt to be measured induces a shift of the speckles in the 
Fourier plane at least as large as the smallest speckle dimension, which is 
inversely proportional to the lateral size of the object field. In deriving the 
appropriate equations for measuring tilts, use has been made of the fact 
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that the shift of the speckles in the Fourier transform recording plane is 
due to a tilt in the object plane [5.19). 
5.4.1 Two SUCCESSIVE EXPOSURES 
For the analysis of tilts, a plane wave is preferred for illuminating the 
object. (With a spherical wave, as discussed in Chapter 8 and Ref. [5.20). 
the speckles should be recorded in the image of the light source.) Accord-
ing to Fig. 5.14, the Fourier transform of the complex amplitude of the 
object A (~''1) is obtained in the back focal plane of the lens L. For con-
venience, the optically rough surface is placed in the front focal plane of 
the lens. Because only intensities are recorded, the position of the object 
is not critical for the experiments. 
Illuminating the optically rough surface with a plane wave having an 
angle of incidence /3 (Fig. 5.14), the Fourier transform is 
a(x) = If A(~) exp[(i21T~· X)/(Af)] d~. (5-21) 
where: ~, x are vectors representing the coordinates (~'''1) in the object 
plane and (x,y) in the Fourier transform plane; A is the wavelength; and! is 
the focal length of lens L.A(~) is the complex amplitude immediately after 
the surface, namely, 
A(t) = <I>(t) exp[i21Tf· P/A). (5-22) 
The complex amplitude of the optically rough surface at a point P(f) may 
be written, in accordance with Section 5.3.1, as the superposition of a set 
of waves: 
nted object Object 
( 
Q 
f 
"\ I~ 
, ).. plane WOVI 
L 
f 
F OIM'ier transform 
plone • 
FIG. 5.14 Experimental setup for measuring tilts by recording speckle patterns in the 
Fourier transform plane. 
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(Nf) = L t/I(xp) exp[i27TXp • f/if] . (5-23) 
p 
This may be written as an integral in the limit to represent the distribution 
of complex amplitudes as a function of f leading to a Fourier integral. 
f,xp are vectors representing the two-dimensional coordinates (~.71) in the 
object plane and (x p.y q) in the Fourier transform plane. 
To simplify the writing, one-dimensional notation is used for the fol-
lowing development. The theory can, however, easily be extended to two 
dimensions. Furthermore, reduced coordinates are introduced, namely 
Xo = -xIV .. f). Substituting Eq. (5-22) into Eq. (5-21) gives 
a(Xo) = L: <l»<el exp[(i27T/~.)~ sin P] exp[-i27T~Xo] d~. (5-24) 
If the object is tilted by an angle y, as shown in Fig. 5.14, the wavefront 
immediately after the surface will be modified. For this purpose the opti-
cal path difference of an identical point on the optically rough surface, 
before and after the tilt, needs to be found. A plane wave is very conven-
ient for tilt analysis because the optical path difference is a function of p 
and the tilt y only. In Fig. 5.14, the center of rotation is assumed to be at 
H. The identical point Pion the rough surface moves to P 2, introducing an 
optical path change into the incident oblique wave: 
[QPz] = 2(~ - ~o) sin (yI2) cos [f3 - (y/2)] . (5-25) 
The refractive index is considered to be n = 1. For small angular tilts y, 
[QPz] = (~ - ~o)y cos p. As a result, the original identical wavefrontA(~) 
will be modified to become 
AM) = <l»(~) exp[(i27T/~.)~ sin p] exp[(;27T/A)~y] 
x exp[(i27T/A)(~ - ~o)y cos pl. (5-26) 
The spectrum of the original identical speckle pattern rp[Xo - (sin I3/A)] 
in the Fourier transform plane is therefore shifted and can be written as 
a(Xo,y) = r(J [Xo - si~ f3 - t (l + cos (3) ] exp [i~7T ~oy cos 13 1 (5-27) 
An additional in-plane lateral shift leads to a phase term in the Fourier 
transform plane. Since we record intensities, a small lateral shift will 
have no consequences on the speckles recorded but may reduce the cor-
relation of the speckles or the contrast of the fringes obtained. The sum 
of the resulting intensities of the speckle patterns, recorded before and 
after a tilt y, will be, by neglecting constants, i(Xo'y> = ja(Xo>lz + 
la(Xo,y>lz, leading to 
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;(X o,Y) = lIP [X 0 - Si~ P ] r + lIP [X 0 - si~ P - r (l + COS m ] r, 
which can be written as 
;(Xo,Y) = IIP(Xo) 12 * { l) (Xo _ si~ P) 
+ l) [Xo - Si~ P - t (l + cos m]), (5-28) 
where * is, as customary, convolution, and S is the delta function. 
The linear region of the amplitude transmission curve of the photo-
graphic material is selected, and the undiffracted light, as well as con-
stants, are neglected. The amplitude in the Fraunhofer plane is the 
Fourier transform of the intensity of the speckle patterns recorded by 
double exposure, namely, 
al(xI,y) = f i(Xo,Y) exp[i21Tlx IXJld dXo, (5-29) 
apekure 
where XI = rectangular coordinate in the Fraunhofer plane, and/. II are 
(respectively) the focal lengths of the lens system used to perform the 
Fourier transform of the object and to display the fringes in the Fraun-
hofer plane. By substituting Eq. (5-28) into Eq. (5-29), the intensity in 
the Fraunhofer plane is 
la l (xl'y)12 = 2IFT[IIP(Xo)12]12{1 + cos [(21Tf)/(A!I)x l y(1 + cos m]). (5-30) 
As the result of a tilt, the original speckles are shifted in the Fourier 
transform plane. These pairs of speckles lead to Young's fringes in the 
Fraunhofer plane by illuminating the developed plate. The spacing of the 
fringes is inversely proportional to the tilt angle in the object. From the 
width of the cosine fringes Xc obtained in the Fraunhofer plane of the 
coherently illuminated developed photographic plate, the tilt in the object 
is found to be 
(5-31) 
Only the intensity of the fringes in the Fraunhofer plane is observed. 
Therefore, different experimental arrangements can be considered for 
displaying the Young's fringes. In a configuration such as in Fig. 5.6b, 
11 in Eq. (5-31) needs to be replaced by the distance between the plate and 
focal plane. In Eq. (5-29) the integration is supposed to be extended from 
-:xl to +:xl. In practice, however, the integration will only be extended 
over the illuminated part of the recorded speckle pattern. Because the 
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region of almost equal tilt needs to be selected on the object, the field 
aperture for displaying the Fraunhofer fringes can be increased, which 
reduces the speckle size in the fringe plane. The speckle size in the 
Fraunhofer plane should not exceed a third of the fringe spacing for the 
observation of reasonable fringe contrast. 
So far, the cosine fringes of Eq. (5-30) have been discussed. The first 
term, describing the optically-rough surface, which was mathematically 
expressed in Eq. (5-23) by the superposition of spherical waves, will now 
be considered. Equation (5-23) leads to an intensity in the spectrum of 
(5-32) 
p q 
resulting in a set of speckle patterns for which the size of the speckles is 
determined by the interference of the waves corning from the edges of the 
limiting object or of the illuminated field, whichever is smaller. The 
Fourier transform of 1 rp(X 0) 12 leads to the autocorrelation of the optically 
rough surface f <l>(x1 + ~)<l>*(~") S~. The Young's fringes are therefore mul-
tiplied by the square of the autocorrelation of the object field or the 
illuminated area on the optically rough surface as the case may be. A 
typical set of Young's fringes resulting from doubly exposed speckle pat-
terns with a tilt of 'Yt = 60 seconds introduced between two exposures is 
shown in Fig. 5.15A. Introducing two tilts (Y1J = 60 seconds and 'Y1J = 60 
seconds) perpendicular to each other in succession with the appropriate 
exposures before and after the tilts, creates the fringes of Fig. 5.15B. 
Since tilts were introduced in two directions orthogonal to each other, 
two sets of fringes are displayed in the Fraunhofer diffraction pattern. For 
the experiments the spectra of the object, an aluminum plate illuminated 
with an 18-mW He-Ne laser at {3 = 45 degrees, were recorded on Agfa 
Scientia 8E75 plates. For displaying the fringes in the Fraunhofer plane a 
He-Ne laser was used, but fringes can also be seen in white light. Mea-
surements related to superposed movements indicate that an additional 
in-plane movement does not impair the results for tilt measurements. 
5.4.2 MULTIPLE SUCCESSIVE EXPOSURES 
Burch and Tokarski [5.21] have studied successive exposures by 
recording multiple exposures of the speckles in the image of a ground 
glass, displacing the photographic plate between exposures. Similar re-
sults can be arrived at when the photographic plate is exposed N + 1 
times with N tilts of'Y between. 
The recorded intensity in the Fourier transform plane is, according to 
Eq. (5-28), 
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FI G.5. 15 Th e You ng', fringe, obtained from doubl) e'ro,ed 'red,le rat tern, 1/3 = 45 I. 
with ( A ) a lilt of60" introduced bet\\een the t\\ O exro,ure,. and (8) t\\O till'>. both 01'60" and 
perpendicular to each other, introduced bet\\een the three e'po,ure., . 
. X) (V" ~ ~ { \' ~ /l Y ( I . (3) 1 (5-33 ) I z( " . Y = cp,~ II) - * ..i.J () , II - 'A - -: - cos f . 
11 = 0 
where /I = 0, 1.2 . ' .. . S . The inten it y of the cohere ntl y illumin a ted 
de ve loped plate in the Fraunhofer plane can be written. neglecting con-
s tant s, according to E q . (5-30) as 
IOz(xl ,y1 IZ = IIel)(x l T ~)¢ * (~) 8~ 1 2 
~ 0' 
x 2: (" exp!(ih/lYx J 'A1UII )( I cos (31] (5-34) 
1I = () 
Assuming a ll the ex posures a re equ a l (I" = 1l a nd the objec t is give n eq ua l 
tilts y between ex pos ures, we obtai n the following res ult by su mming the 
geometrical serie s in Eq. (5-34): 
IU2(.r l ,y) IZ = IIeD(.r l ~)¢* (O 8~ 1 2 
sin [CV ; I )¥xlf y( 1 cos f3l] 2 
Sill [~Xlf y( 1 + cos f3l] (5-351 
Thi s is the familia r expression for the intelference pa ttern from a se t of 
N + 1 identica l equidistant pinholes of equal tra ns mi ss ion. In between the 
main maxima there a re N - I equally spaced secondary maxima consid-
erably weaker than the main ones. The seconda ry max ima can be s up-
pre ssed by ta king the exposure times in the ratio of binomial coefficients. 
In Fig. 5.16 fringe s of six equal tilt s of y~ = 30 seconds between the 
seven exposures are reproduced. The seconda ry maxima between the 
main ones are typical of mUltiple beam fringe s . 
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Fl c .5.16 Fringe pattern obtained from a multiply exposed speckle pattern as recorded in 
the Fourier tran sform plane for s ix equal tilt s of 39" between seven exposures (f3 = 45°). 
5.4.3 Two S UCCESSIVE EXPOS U RES WITH Two BEAM 
ILL I\IINATION 
I n the previous discussion the object was illuminated by a single plane 
wave. Using two beam illumination. with the waves incident at angles f3, 
and f32 to the perpendicular of the object [5.19), similar results are ob-
tained. The Young's fringes will. however, be modulated. The intensity in 
the Fraunhofer plane can be found approximately, by neglecting con-
stants, to be 
1(/,(x ,W= 4 IJ¢(.r, + ~)¢ " (~).s~ 1 2 
x {I + cos [( ~tx IY) (I + cos@, ; COS@z)J 
[( 2rrI. ) (COS@, - COSf3 2 )J} x cos A( ],y 2 ' 
. I 
(5-36) 
where J ¢(.r I + ~)¢*(~) .s~ indicates the autocorrelation of the object field 
studied. The cosine fringes, similar to those of Eq. (5-30), are therefore 
modulated by 
( 2rrf . )(COS@, - COS@z) cos Af' Y.\, 2 . 
. I 
For f3, = ±f32 the same results as for one beam illumination are obtained. 
Typical results, with incidence angles f3, F f32, are shown in Fig. 5.17, 
where the additional modulation of the Young's interference fringes can 
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FI G.5. 17 Photograph s of the fringe s obtai ned usi ng a grou nd glass as the object a nd two 
illuminating beams wi th unequal a ngles of incidence (f3, = 30· . f32 = 55· ) for a doubl y ex-
posed speckle pattern with a tilt (A) of y, = 60" (y, = y in Fig. 5. 14 ). a nd ( 8 ) of y" = 60" 
perpendicul ar to y, . 
be seen. In Fig . 5.18 the inverse of the fringe spacing is plotted agai nst 
accurately measured tilt angle s introduced for one a nd two beam illumina-
tion . To illu strate that tilt measurement s can be obtained very accurately, 
even in the presence of in-pla ne la tera l di splace ments, a n additi ona l lat-
eral in-plane movement of 40 j.tm was introduced , leading to a linea r phase 
in the Fourier tran sform plane. It has no consequences when inten si ties 
are recorded, and the corresponding experimental result s a re marked by 
o in Fig. 5.18. To obtain fringe s of good contrast, the surface grain of the 
object should be fine enough to spread the light over a n adequate a rea in 
the Fourier transform plane . A decrease in contrast is obtained for a 
2.5 
2,0 
1.5 
1.0 
Q5 
""---;50;;--:::10::-0 ~15O:::::- -:200::---:250::---300--~35O----~ y ( (sec ) 
FIG. 5. 18 Experimental results (+ ) showing the in verse fringe spac ing as plotted against 
the measured tilt s, for comparison with the theoretical result s for (- - --) f3 = 50· and ( ) 
f3, = 30· , f32 = 55" . (The experimental result s marked by 0 indicate the measurement s 
taken with an additional lateral shift of 40 J.l.m). 
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coarse surface (very coarse ground glass). If the light is multiple scat-
tered, for example by translucent surfaces, the speckle pattern becomes 
noncorrelated and no fringes are visible. Stetson [5.22] has pointed out 
that the recording of speckle grains in tandem, at different focal planes in 
the image space, provides a method for extracting strains, shears, and 
rotation in addition to displacements. 
5.5 Umltations of Speckle Photography for Engineering 
Measurements 
In the previous sections it was shown that the speckle patterns are 
recorded in the Fourier transform plane (or the image of the point source 
according to Gregory [5.20]) for tilt, and in the image plane for in-plane 
displacement and deformation measurements. Tilts introduced into the 
object between two exposures lead to a shift of the identical speckle 
patterns in the entrance pupil of the image-forming optical system. In-
plane displacements give a phase shift in the entrance pupil and a lateral 
shift of identical speckles in the image. Since only intensities are 
recorded, tilts do not directly impair the accuracy of in-plane mea-
surements. In-plane displacement does not reduce the accuracy of tilt 
measurements for small movements, but reduces the contrast of the 
fringes due to some decorrelations of the speckle pattern. 
In the analysis of superposed movements by speckle photography, tilts 
are a severe restriction, especially when a small aperture is needed for 
in-plane measurements in the presence of in-Iine-of-sight movements 
(parallel to the optical axis). Movements parallel to the line of sight also 
reduce the correlation of the speckle patterns. In addition, scattering from 
the photographic grains will cause a reduction in fringe contrast, particu-
larly towards the edge of the diffraction halo. 
The lower limit for in-plane and tilt analysis is given by the width of 
individual speckles, i.e., the limiting aperture. The movement needs to be 
larger than the speckle size in the appropriate direction. For high speckle 
correlation, i.e., good fringe contrast, an accuracy of u/50 can be ob-
tained, where u, the speckle size in the appropriate plane, can be as small 
as 1 #Lm. The maximum displacement for tolerable fringe definition for 
an optical system working at fl4 is about 0.3 mm with unit magnifi-
cation. Larger displacements can be measured with an appropriate 
demagnification. 
5.5.1 MOVEMENTS PARALLEL TO THE LINE-OF-SIGHT 
Small displacements parallel to the line-of-sight (parallel to the optical 
axis) do not appreciably influence the speckle patterns. To ensure that the 
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speckles remain practically unaltered, the change of focus between two 
exposures should not exceed the Rayleigh limit, i.e., the path difference at 
the edge of the pupil should not exceed 'Al4. Hence (Fig. 5.5) 
Ar < 'Al2 sin! a' and AC < 'A12 sin! a. (5-37) 
Low-contrast fringes can still be observed by exceeding the range of 
depth by a factor of 2. AC is the defocusing in the object plane and AC' in 
the image plane. a, a' are the aperture angles in the object and image 
space, respectively. This implies that for measurements where a large 
defocusing may occur in the presence of other movements, the numerical 
aperture of the image-forming optical system should be small. In speckle 
photography, however, high-aperture lenses are very often necessary for 
the detection of superposed movements with tilts or when small in-plane 
movements need to be studied. Larger motions (in the line-of-sight) can, 
however, be tolerated for a demagnified image of the object. 
5.5.2 LIMITS ON TILTS FOR IN-PLANE MEASUREMENTS 
A tilt in the object leads to a lateral shift of an identical speckle in the 
entrance pupil. The shifted speckle should, however, remain inside the 
entrance pupil. Otherwise the corresponding speckle pairs are no longer 
correlated (Fig. 5.5). In other words, the optical path difference imparted 
to a particular speckle by an additional tilt y should be smaller than A, 
from which it follows that 
Ayo < A/[(1 + cos mO'] or Ayo < (V(1 + cos m, (5-38) 
where 0' is the speckle size and 60 is the angle of the illuminated pupil seen 
from the object. Furthermore, a tilt y imparts an additional phase shift to 
an individual speckle already laterally shifted by A~. To obtain good corre-
lation of the speckles recorded in the image plane, leading to high fringe 
contrast, the total optical path difference should not much exceed 'Al4. For 
an optical path difference of A, the fringe correlation will be nearly zero, 
and no fringes appear. For good fringe contrast 
Ay s >.1[4(0' + A~)(1 + cos /3)], (5-39) 
where /3 is the angle of incidence of the light. The tolerance on tilt angle is 
thus inversely proportional to A~ and proportional to the numerical aper-
ture of the image-forming system. The tolerance on tilt angle seems to be 
the most severe limitation to speckle applications by photographic record-
ing. It becomes especialJy acute when low-aperture imaging is attempted 
at large de magnification in the presence of movements paralJel to the opti-
cal axis. To verify the model used for obtaining limits on tilts when in-
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plane movements are measured, experiments were carried out for super-
posed movements with deliberately changed parameters. The interference 
patterns displayed in the Fraunhofer plane of the speckle patterns were 
directly scanned by a slit in front of a photomultiplier. The fringe contrast, 
defined as 
is plotted in Fig. 5.19 as a function of the introduced tilt 'Y. The exper-
imental data were: A = 632.8 nm; Ag = 0.025 mm; f = 156 mm; f3 = 30 
degrees; M = 1 : 1; and pupil diameter-45 mm. It was found that Eq. (5-34) 
agrees well with the experiments. For an optical path difference sA/4 
excellent fringe contrast results, but for a path difference 2:A the contrast 
vanishes. On this basis, tilt limits for in-plane displacement can be found. 
A further limitation of speckle applications is multiple scattering of the 
light. On a similar model we can find the decorrelation of the speckles for 
large in-plane movements on tilt measurements. For most practical appli-
cations they do not seriously impair the fringe contrast. 
5.5.3 COHERENCE OF THE LASER SOURCE 
The brightness of an individual speckle is dependent only on the relative 
phase of light vectors scattered from individual points on the surface 
giving rise to the speckle. It is, of course, independent of the absolute 
phase of the light reaching the surface. Therefore, a constant phase 
change of the incident illuminating wave introduced between exposures in 
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FIG, 5.19 Contrast reduction in the fringes as a result of object tilt, as obtained from 
measurement of the in-plane movements. 
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double-exposure recording has no consequences, provided there are no 
local variations. The laser radiation must, however, be such that both 
temporal and spatial coherence are maintained over at least the dimen-
sions of an individual speckle. This is not difficult to achieve, even when 
using a crude pulsed laser source [5.23]. 
5.6 Discussion 
To apply holography for studying three-dimensional movements, with 
tilts in the presence of lateral motion for instance, requires an elaborate 
analysis and determination of the appropriate plane of localization of 
the interference fringes [5.24]. These problems do not occur in the 
application of speckling to studying three-dimensional movements. In 
addition, no reference wave is needed. Furthermore, stability does not 
appear to be a problem. The method will therefore be a very useful 
engineering tool. Speckle photography for studying movements paral-
lel to the optical axis can also be applied, but its practical use for 
engineering applications is limited. 
5.6.1 TILT AND DEFORMATION MEASUREMENT 
The experimental arrangement for recording data is very simple. The 
object is illuminated with coherent light and, in a typical double exposure 
sequence, it is in different states for each of the two exposures. By il-
luminating the developed plate in reflection or transmission with a point 
source, such as a penlight, several orders of Young's fringes, with spacing 
and direction perpendicular to the displacement of the selected region of 
the specimen, will be seen. Emulsions used should have a high modulation 
transfer function (MTF). For good sensitivity the Agfa Scientia IOE75 or 
IOE56 plates (and occasionally films) are often used, depending on the 
wavelength. Plate and film processing follow standard practice, and 
bleaching of the plates may be useful in improving the diffraction effi-
ciency, especially when low-power lasers are used for data processing. 
Best exposure of the plates or films seems to be that giving an overall 
intensity transmittance of approximately 50% unbleached. In the double-
exposure technique, each exposure is theoretically one-half of the total 
required; in practice it is slightly more. 
In order to extract the displacement data from the doubly exposed 
plate, a simple optical processing system is used (Fig. 5.6). The sensitivity 
of the method can be altered primarily by changing the focal length of the 
lens displaying the fringes in the Fraunhofer plane or the distance between 
photographic plate and Fraunhofer plane (depending on the arrangement 
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for displaying the fringes). It also depends on the magnification of the 
image-forming lens or its focal length when speckle patterns are recorded 
in the Fourier transform plane. Furthermore, a data processor [5.25] that 
selects given fringes by a blocking spatial filter can be used. A general 
conclusion is that the balance between sensitivity and range must be 
reached for any given measurement problem. These two parameters can 
be established to some extent after some preliminary data recording. For 
in-plane deformations with displacements varying across the surface of 
the object, a point-by-point illumination of the speckle pattern can be 
applied. By noting the fringe spacing and orientation, both the magnitude 
and orientation of the object movement can be recorded. For the analysis 
of three-dimensional motions of the object, a second photograph of the 
same object, or part of it, taken in the Fourier transform plane will be 
required. 
Archbold and Ennos have applied laser photography to measuring the 
deformation of weld cracks under load [5.26). The technique proved to be 
simple, and could be carried out on the machine without the need for 
dismantling. The sensitivity was found to be around ten times higher than 
for a conventional moire technique. In addition, speckle photography can 
be applied successfully under difficult environmental conditions. For 
example, it has been employed to monitor the distortion occurring around 
a simulated crack in a large steel pressure vessel, as described by Gregory 
in Chapter 8. Luxmoore, in Chapter 9, describes the measurement of 
crystal length changes during annealing. Furthermore, plastic materials 
having relatively low moduli of elasticity seem to be very appropriate for 
laser speckle applications, and complete strain fields can be very accu-
rately plotted over the surface of elastic materials. 
Speckle pattern photography can also be applied to the study of phase 
objects. For this purpose, speckle patterns are photographed through a 
phase object. The individual speckles are displaced over varying dis-
tances depending upon phase irregularities in the object. A double expo-
sure is made with the object only being present during one of the two 
exposures [5.27, 5.28). 
5.6.2 VIBRATION MEASUREMENT 
As already indicated, speckling has proved to be a very powerful tool 
for vibration analysis, and for some applications is even more appropriate 
than holographic techniques. More often, however, it supplements holo-
graphy. The experimental arrangement does not need to be as stable as for 
holography, and the system is applicable to a larger range of vibration 
amplitudes. 
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of a time-averaged electronic ., peckle pattern int erfe ro me te r. a., di,cu"ed 
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Spec kle [lhot og raph y for ana lyz ing mechanical \ ihr;l ti on., in the pre..,-
ence of superpo<;e d movement s become.., <; impl e a.., long as the tilt ~ are 
small. Speckle pattern, are recorded hy the time-a\'e rage method, in 
either the image or Fourier tra n..,fo rm plane . In one <I[l pli ca ti on . tuni ng 
fork s and qu a rt z c r y ~ta l , u,ed <}<; frequency norma!'" in elect roni c \\at che, 
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FI ( ,. 5. 20 Photograph of the tll ni ng fork. \\ i th an o,ci 11 ~ lt ion freqllcnc y of 1015 H L. fnlll1 :111 
electroni c \\ atd1 . 
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oscillation is 1015 Hz. When an electric field is applied, the fork oscillates 
and Q remains stationary. The tuning fork is 20 mm long, 0.8 mm wide, 
and is driven with 10 J.t W. An interference pattern obtained by a holo-
graphic technique , using stroboscopic illumination, is shown in Fig. 5.21. 
Because of superposed movements, the fringes obtained were not lo-
calized in one plane, and the interpretation became rather difficult for an 
engineering application. 
Speckling proved very useful for this vibration analysis application. A 
time-average speckle pattern of the oscillating tuning fork recorded in the 
image plane was illuminated by a converging wave. The autocorrelation of 
the pupil is modulated by a Bessel function accounting for in-plane oscilla-
tions (Fig. 5.22A). For measuring the out-of-plane movements (tilts), 
speckle patterns were recorded in the Fourier transform plane. A typical 
photograph of fringes obtained in this manner is presented in Fig. 5.22B. 
FIG. 5.21 Interference fringes of the oscillating tuning fork as obtained holographically 
with stroboscopic illumination. 
t5 
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FI G. 5.22 Fringes recorded in the Fraunhofer plane from time-average peckle patterns 
of the oscill ating tun ing fork recorded in (A) the image pla ne. a nd (B) the Fourier tra nsform 
plane . (The region of interest i identified in Fig . 5.20 by a n X). 
In-plane di splacement s and tilt component s of motion can easil y be ob-
tained for different region s of the tuning fork. Speckle photogra ph y, there-
fore , provided a mea ns for monitoring the design a nd adju stment for 
minimizing tilt s, for insta nce . In Fig. 5.23 the a mplitudes of osci ll a tion of a 
tuning fork are plotted against the voltages applied for both (a) in-plane 
movements and (b) tilts. Joyeux and Lowenthal \5.311 have developed a 
method for measuring amplitudes of in-plane vibrations , ra nging from 
angstroms to microns, by a generalized moire method in real time . 
5.6.3 D EFO RM A TIO N AN D WHI TE LIGHT SPEC K LE PHOTOGRAPHY 
Laser speckle photography is not always applicable to very large ob-
jects, and fail s where the surface is subject to excessive tilt s . For some 
U(Vatt) 
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(a ) 
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U(\tllt) 
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( b) 
FI G. 5.23 The a mplitude of osc illation of the tuning fork as determined by speckle 
photography, and plotted as a function of the voltage applied , for (a) in-plane oscillation , and 
(b) tilt. . 
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applications the white light speckle technique, discussed in Chapter 9 can 
be applied. In addition, Burch and Forno [5.32) have proposed a high-
sensitivity moire. grid technique for studying deformations on large ob-
jects illuminated with white light. The basic experimental setup is similar 
to that used in laser speckle photography. The technique applies particu-
larly to very large objects, relating the results directly to deformation. 
Therefore, for many applications of speckle photography a laser is not 
necessary either for recording the speckles or for displaying Young's 
fringes. 
In conclusion, it appears that speckle techniques for deformation mea-
surement and vibration analysis will be developed further. The results 
obtained are generally easy to interpret, compared with those from holo-
graphic interferometry, and the mathematics involved is not difficult. Fi-
nally, the equipment necessary for laser speckle photography is not un-
duly complicated. 
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